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Parallel integration of multiple channels is a fundamental strategy
for high-throughput particle detection in solid-state nanopores
wherein understanding and control of crosstalk is an important
issue for the post resistive pulse analysis. Here we report on a prominent eﬀect of cross-channel electric ﬁeld interference on the
ionic current blockade by nanoparticles in nano-spaced pore
arrays in a thin Si3N4 membrane. We systematically investigated the
variations in resistive pulse proﬁles in multipore systems of various
inter-channel distances. Although each pore acted independently
when they were formed at excessively far distances, we observed
signiﬁcant cross-pore electrostatic interactions under close-integration that led the multipores to virtually act as a single-pore of
equivalent area. As a result of the interference, the resistive pulse
height demonstrated bimodal distributions due to the pronounced
particle trajectory-dependence of the ionic blockade eﬀects. Most
importantly, the overcrowded multi-channel structure was found
to deliver signiﬁcant crosstalk with serious degradation of the
sensor sensitivity to particle sizes. The present results provide a
guide to design multipore structures regarding the trade-oﬀ
between the detection throughput and sensor sensitivity.

Introduction
When an object in electrolyte solution passes through a hole
sculpted in a solid membrane, ion transport in the conduit is
blocked,1 which provides a versatile means to count and
analyze individual particles and molecules with nanoscale
spatial resolution through measuring the associated pulse-like
change in the cross-membrane ionic current.2–7 Yet, the
sensor throughput has long been a practical issue since
a
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the electrical detection can only be implemented by making
it possible to draw an analyte into the small channel,8 wherein
a high sample concentration is a prerequisite to have charged
objects of concern in the vicinity of the pore for the electrophoretic translocation.9 In this context, eﬀorts have been
devoted to incorporating additional driving forces such as
hydrodynamic pressure,10 salt gradients,11 electric field
gating,12 and dielectrophoretic mechanisms13 to control
the exterior-channel mass transport for realizing high-throughput detection in a dilute suspension at the expense of complicated electrokinetics involved in the cross-membrane ion
transport.14
In contrast to these ingenious procedures, drilling and utilizing more than one channels in a membrane is a more
straightforward and cost-eﬀective strategy for improving the
particle detection eﬃciency.15–18 Despite the potential,
however, little eﬀort has been devoted to investigating the
extent to which the cross-channel interactions aﬀect the ionic
blockade characteristics.19,20 In order to evaluate the potential
scalability of this multipore approach, we herein investigated
the possible influence of electric field interference among
the parallel channels by systematically exploring a change in
the resistive pulse profiles by the pore-to-pore distance.

Experimental
Fabrication of multipores
Solid-state multipores were fabricated as follows. First, we partially removed one side of the Si3N4 surface of a 25 mm ×
25 mm sized piece of a Si3N4(50 nm)/Si(500 μm)/Si3N4(50 nm)
wafer by reactive ion etching (etchant gas: CF4). The exposed Si
layer was then immersed in aq. KOH for deep wet etching. By
completely dissolving the Si, we obtained a 50 nm thick Si3N4
membrane on the other side. On the membrane, we spincoated an electron-beam resist (ZEP520A-7). After that, we delineated N circles of diameter 1.2 μm or 300 nm and spacing
Dch ranging from 30 nm to 10 μm followed by development.
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The residual resist was then used as a mask to sculpt multipores by isotropic CF4 reactive ion etching. Finally, we
removed the residual resist by keeping the substrate in N,N-dimethylformamide overnight and subsequent rinsing in
ethanol, isopropanol, and acetone.
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linearly-fitted component within a time window of 0.5
seconds. We then searched and extracted the pulses having a
height larger than 0.2 nA. Finally, we calculated the height Ip
and width td for further analyses.
Multiphysics simulation

Ionic current measurements
The ionic current through multipores was measured as
follows. Two blocks of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) were
adhered on the Si chip containing multiple pores in a Si3N4
membrane through activating both the surfaces by an oxygen
plasma treatment. On one side of the blocks, we formed a
microchannel in advance by imprinting using an SU-8 mold
photolithographed on a Si wafer. Also, there were three holes
punched in each block. Two of these were used as the inlet
and outlet to inject Milli-Q-diluted PBS containing polystyrene
nanobeads of diameter dPS. The other one was utilized to place
a Ag/AgCl electrode. Using the Ag/AgCl electrodes, we applied
a dc voltage of 0.1 V and recorded the cross-membrane current
through amplifying the output current with a home-built
current preamplifier followed by digitizing at 1 MHz using a
fast digitizer (NI-5922).
Data analysis
Resistive pulses were extracted by first oﬀsetting the open pore
current in the ionic current traces to zero by subtracting the

Electric potential distribution, ion transport, and fluid flow in
Si3N4 multipores were deduced by simultaneously solving
Poisson’s equation, continuity equation at steady-state current,
the Nernst–Planck equation, and the Navier–Stokes equation.
The simulations were conducted by a finite element method
(FEM) using a software package of COMSOL multiphysics
5.3.25 The models for single- and double-pores were built on
3-dimensional Cartesian coordinates with a total model size of
30 μm × 30 μm × 30.05 μm. Here, the length 30.05 μm to the
membrane normal included the 50 nm thick Si3N4 layer.

Results and discussion
Single-nanoparticle detection using Si3N4 multipores
Multiple pores of diameter dpore = 1.2 μm were sculpted in a
Si3N4 membrane of thickness L = 50 nm on a Si wafer by nanofabrication processes such as electron-beam lithography and
reactive ion etching (Fig. 1a).21 The number of channels N
ranged from 1 to 7 with the inter-pore distance Dch varying

Fig. 1 Single-particle detection using solid-state multipores. (a) Schematic illustration describing a resistive pulse measurement using a Si3N4 multipore. The cross-pore ionic current Iion was recorded under the applied dc voltage of 0.1 V. (b) False-colored scanning electron micrographs of multipores consisting of 1 to 7 pores of diameter 1.2 μm in a 50 nm thick Si3N4 membrane. Scale bars denote 1 μm. (c, d) Partial Iion trace obtained with
1.2 μm-sized 4 pores in a dilute dispersion solution of 780 nm-sized carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles (c). Resistive pulses appeared stochastically representing the translocation of single-particles through one of the four channels (d).
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from 100 nm to 10 μm (Fig. 1b; see also Fig. S1†). We
measured the ionic current Iion through the micropores under
the applied dc voltage of 0.1 V (Fig. S2†) in a suspension of carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles of diameter dPS in a phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) diluted to 0.2× PBS with ultrapure
water (dPS is 780 nm otherwise stated). Irrespective of the multipore arrangements, the ionic current traces showed sporadic
emergence of resistive pulses signifying the stochastic nature
of single-nanoparticle translocation through one of the
N channels (Fig. 1c and d). Interestingly, on the other hand, a
conspicuous diﬀerence was found in the height Ip of the ionic
current signals depending on N and Dch despite the fact
that there was no diﬀerence in the sizes of the particles nor
the pores (Fig. 2a; see also Fig. S3†). In general, Ip reflects
the amount of ions excluded by the objects passed through a
pore, and hence referred to as a useful index to assess the
volume of single particles.22 Therefore, diﬀering pulse patterns
in essentially the same channel geometry for the equi-sized
nanobeads manifest an intriguing contribution of crosstalk
among the channels on the Iion blockade characteristics.19,20
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Pore array dependence of resistive pulse heights
The geometrical dependence of the ionic current blockade was
further inspected by statistically analyzing Ip distributions
(Fig. 2b). As a whole, it was elucidated that whereas Ip
approaches the single-pore characteristics under wider separation of the channels, closer positioning of the conduits yields
a diminished pulse height down to a level comparable to the
equivalent-size single-pore, i.e. a 50 nm-long cylindrical
channel of diameter dpore = 1.2N0.5 μm (Fig. 2c; see also
Fig. S4–S5†).
The above results manifest an appreciable influence of electric field interference among the multiple pores.19 In the lowthickness-to-diameter aspect ratio motif of the channels, the
resistance inside the pore Rpore = 4ρL/πdpore2 is more than one
order of magnitude smaller than that in the exterior regions,23
which is called access resistance Racc described as Racc = ρ/
dpore,24 with the resistivity of the buﬀer ρ. The applied voltage
thus drops largely at the orifices creating a relatively extensive
and strong electric field there.25 More quantitatively, in light of

Fig. 2 Ionic current blockade in 1.2 μm-sized multipores. (a) Partial Iion curves in 780 nm-sized particles showing the resistive pulses of varying
heights depending on the pore array motifs. (b) Histograms of the pulse height Ip of 1 μm-spaced multipores consisting of 1 to 7 pores. Gray lines are
Gaussian ﬁts to the distributions. (c) Dependence of Ip on the number of channels N. Data for the equivalent-area single-pores having an area of NSp
are also shown, where Sp = 1.13 μm2 is the cross-sectional area of a 1.2 μm-sized micropore (black).
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multiphysics simulations, each of the potential profiles at the
channels constitute hemispherical distributions equivalent to
that in a 1.2 μm-sized pore when disparting the channels
enough for electrical isolation of the sensing zone (Fig. S6†).19
Experimentally, this has been observed as Ip distributions
closer to that obtained with the single-micropore at Dch =
10 μm (Fig. 2c) indicating that each conduit worked independently as a single-particle sensor with only marginal eﬀects of
the inter-channel interference. In contrast, the fields tend to
overlap with each other and converge into one with decreasing
pore-to-pore distance thereby aﬀecting the cross-membrane
ion transport as well as the single-particle translocation
dynamics. Eventually, it infers that the spatially broad fields in
low-aspect-ratio multipores would virtually merge them into
one of a larger size, as observed in the array-structure dependence of the resistive pulse characteristics in the multiple pore
systems (Fig. 2c).
We verified whether the crosstalk persists in multipores of
a smaller scale by extending the experiments to 300 nm-sized
channels in a 50 nm thick Si3N4 membrane. By measuring Iion
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in a suspension of carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles of
dPS = 200 nm in 1× PBS, we obtained resistive pulses of diminishing height with the number of channels (Fig. 3a). By examining the statistical distributions of Ip (Fig. 3b), we confirmed
a tendency of the pulses to become considerably weaker with
increasing N and decreasing Dch (Fig. 3c; see also Fig. S7†), the
behavior of which is analogous to that found in the microscale
multipores (Fig. 2). This suggests a rather universal feature of
the cross-pore interference serving to weaken the ionic blockade eﬀects. It is also worth noting that while the decrease in
the pulse height with N becomes quite moderate for Dch =
10 μm, it in turn illustrates the surprisingly expansive nature
of the inter-channel interaction that still plays notable roles
even when the sensing zones are placed apart by more than a
factor of 30 of dpore.
Roles of cross-pore interference on the ionic current blockade
What is distinct between multi- and single-pores from the
viewpoints of the ionic current blockade? We addressed this
fundamental question by studying the resistive pulse patterns

Fig. 3 Array structure-dependent ionic current blockade in multi-nanopores. (a) Partial ionic current traces obtained in a suspension of 200 nm diameter polystyrene nanoparticles using 300 nm-sized multipores with the inter-channel spacing Dch of 100 nm. (b) Ip histograms of the 100 nmspaced multi-nanopores. Solid curves are Gaussian ﬁtting to the distributions. (c) Ip dependence on N for the multi-nanopores.
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Fig. 4 Bimodal resistive pulse height distributions in nano-spaced double-pores. (a) Ip histograms of double-pores having varying inter-channel
spacing Dch. Solid curves are Gaussian ﬁtting to the distributions: green = single-peak; blue = additional peak. The insets are the electron
microscopy images of multipores used (white bars denote 1 μm). (b) Scanning electron micrographs showing the ultra-narrow separation wall
between the two pores in the case of Dch = 30 nm (left) and 50 nm (right). White bars scale 200 nm. (c) Two-dimensional histograms of the resistive
pulses corresponding to the lower (left) and higher (right) Ip states observed in the 30 nm-spaced double pore. (d) Plots of the dual Ip-states in the
double pores of various Dch. Green and blue circles denote the higher and lower Ip in the bimodal histograms in (a). Only one peak was observed in
the case when the channels were separated by more than 400 nm.

in double-pores of various inter-pore distances from 1 μm to
30 nm (Fig. 4a). Note that the ultra-narrow Si3N4 beam
between the two channels at Dch = 30 nm was non-suspendable
so that the actual structure comprises a single-pore of a noncircular shape, while the separation wall existed in the doublepores of Dch ≥ 50 nm (Fig. 4b). Surprisingly, the Iion signal
heights demonstrated marked dependence on the interchannel distance conditions: although the Ip histograms
present single-peak structures at large Dch, they start to exhibit
bimodal distributions as the spacing was made smaller
(Fig. 4a–d; see also Fig. S8–S9†). This finding illustrates detrimental yet unique characteristics of an ionic blockade in multipore systems.
Bimodal distributions of the resistive pulse height
It is of interest to unveil the physics underlying the anomalous
distributions of the resistive pulse height in the close-proximity double-pores. As only one kind of polymeric nanobead
was dispersed in the buﬀer, the distinct Ip states cannot be
attributed to any variations in dPS. Moreover, there was only

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

negligible diﬀerence in the size of the lithographically-defined
two closely-separated channels, less than 1% in dpore, and thus
unrealistic to consider any noticeable contribution of the nonuniformity of the pore geometries on the Iion signal height
variations (Fig. 1b and S1†). In a similar sense, on the other
hand, it would happen that one of the micropores was inadvertently clogged by a nanoparticle during the measurements,
whereby it acted as a single-pore thereafter to provide resistive
pulses of higher Ip than those in the double-channels.
Nonetheless, this was also found not the case by confirming
no change in the open pore current Iopen nor notable dependence of Ip on Iopen that are suggestive of the channel clogging
(Fig. S10†). Therefore, the bimodal Ip is an intrinsic feature
stemming from the ionic current blockage by single-particles
in the field-interfering multipores.
Being an electrokinetic phenomenon unique in the multichannel structure, it is worth noting that the dual-state characteristics became even more pronounced when Dch was diminished down to 30 nm whereat the sensor motif was no longer
double-pores but a dumbbell-like single-channel (Fig. 4b).
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This suggests minor importance of the separation wall
between the channels on the ionic blockade characteristics in
nano-integrated multipores.
Interference-derived “merging” of dense-integrated multipores
Particle-trajectory-dependence of the ionic current blockade
can be a possible explanation for the bimodal Ip distributions.26 When an object passes through oﬀ-center positions,
the induced inhomogeneity in the electric field distributions
compared to that in the axial translocation leads to more
eﬃcient blockage of the ion transport, or equivalently resistive
pulses of larger height.26–29 Multiphysics simulations indeed
elucidated higher Ip with a spherical nanoparticle residing at a
vicinity of (10 nm from) the side wall of one of the doublepores separated by 100 nm compared to the center-position
counterpart (Fig. 5a). Intriguingly, the oﬀ-axis contribution
was asymmetric in nature, which is significant only when the
bead is at the outer side of the double-pore wherein the blockage current is larger by 27% compared to the case for the axial
translocation. With the particle at the inner side of the double
pore edge, on the other hand, Ip turns to be lower by 5%. The
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overall oﬀ-axis-eﬀect-derived 32% variation in the blockade
current is in quantitative agreement with the bimodal Ip distributions showing peaks at current levels varying by around
25% (the overestimation can be attributed to the actual oﬀ-axis
paths of the particles taken in the experiments that are seemingly not so close as 30 nm from the wall surface).
The radial-position-dependent ionic current blockade in
the double-pore strongly suggests that the closely-spaced pores
can be considered as a single-pore of the corresponding crosssectional area: the inner (outer) side of the multipores corresponds to the center (edge) of the equivalent-area single pore
giving smaller (larger) current blockage due to the oﬀ-axis
eﬀect (Fig. 5b). More directly, the bimodal Ip distributions
observed in the close-spaced multipores were also present in
the equivalent-area single-pores (Fig. 4a, see also Fig. S11–
S12†). The results indicated that the particles tend to pass
through the axial positions more frequently as the relative size
of the channels becomes larger. Hence, due to the oﬀ-axis contributions, the resulting Ip variations demonstrate a doublepeak profile. These theoretical results serve to corroborate the
role of the electric interference to combine the multiple

Fig. 5 Particle-trajectory-dependent ionic current blockade in multipores. (a) Multiphysics simulations of the radial position-dependent ionic
current blockade by a 900 nm-sized sphere residing in 1.2 μm-sized single (red) and double (blue) pores in a 50 nm-thick Si3N4 membrane. x scales
the distance from the center of one of the pores along a radial direction. (b) Comparison of the oﬀ-axis eﬀects in a double-pore (blue) and the equivalent area single-pore (green). Ip is normalized by Iinner deﬁned as the blockade current by the particle occluding 10 nm from the inner-side wall
and the center position for the double-pore and the equivalent-area single-pore, respectively. x denotes the distance from the middle of the
double-pore corresponding to the center position of the equivalent-area single-pore. (c, d) Schematic illustrations explaining that whereas the
N-multipores of diameter dpore with large separation can be regarded as N independent dpore-sized pores (c), close integration entails signiﬁcant
crosstalk that virtually merges the channels into a single-pore of diameter N0.5dpore (d). (e, f ) Ip distributions of 510 nm, 780 nm, and 900 nm-sized
polystyrenes in 1.2 μm-sized multipores of N = 7 with Dch = 10 μm (e) and 100 nm (f ).
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sensing zones of multipores into a large single-channel
(Fig. 5c and d). In fact, this physical picture is consistent with
Fig. 2c displaying similar decay in Ip with N for the short-Dch
multipores to that in the equivalent single-pore.
In terms of the sensor capability, the above finding cautions not to make the inter-channel spacing too short so that
the resulting interference would not entail severe deterioration
of the signal-to-noise ratio to pose critical diﬃculty for discriminating target analytes. This can be clearly seen in the Ip histograms of three nanoparticles of diﬀerent sizes, dPS = 900 nm,
780 nm, and 510 nm, demonstrating larger overlaps among
the monomodal distributions for 1.2 μm-sized multipores of
shorter Dch (Fig. 5e and f ). The pore array structure should
therefore be designed appropriately to cope with the trade-oﬀ
in the particle discriminability and the detection throughput.
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